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ABSTRACT
Triple panel walls are used in many situations but there are few readily available methods for predicting
their performance. A common example of a triple panel wall is a masonry wall with light weight plasterboard linings on each side. Such walls can have significant transmission at low frequencies. This paper
will describe a lumped parameter model for predicting the low frequency performance of such walls.
INTRODUCTION
Sound insulation between rooms or spaces is often very
important, and methods of achieving good performance
are well known [1]. However, construction methods
and materials continue to evolve, and there is a continuing interest in improving constructions, to make
them lighter, cheaper, easier to build and more compact.
It is well known that there is a limit to the sound insulation that can be achieved with a single panel, most
single panels obey the mass law, and at practical panel
sizes of say, 500 kg/m2 (200mm concrete) the sound
insulation is around STC/Rw 55 – 60 dB.
A major improvement can be achieved by using double
panel constructions with an air-gap between, even with
relatively light panels, performance of up to STC 65+
can be achieved for construction masses of about
50 kg/m2.
If double panels confer such an advantage might it be
that triple panel constructions (3 panels separated by 2
air-gaps) would be even better. Some examples of
triple panel constructions that are already used in practice include masonry walls with plasterboard linings
fixed over battens on each side, or triple glazing used
in very cold climates where 3 panes of glass are used
with 2 air-gaps, to maximise the thermal insulation.
There are also some examples of triple panel plasterboard walls intended for inter-tenancy use.

There have been unfortunately no reliable acoustical
engineering tools for predicting the performance of
triple panel constructions.
This paper will describe the development of methods
for predicting the low frequency performance of triple
panel walls. Note that it is often the low frequency
performance of such walls that determine their overall
effectiveness.
ACOUSTIC MODELLING OF TRIPLE PANELS
For modelling double panel walls it has been found
satisfactory to divide the frequency region into a low
frequency region where a lumped parameter model is
satisfactory, a mid frequency region where wave motion in the air cavity is important, and a high frequency
region where structural coupling between panels is
important [2]. A similar approach has been taken for
triple panel walls [3]. This paper will describe the low
frequency model.
At low frequencies, where sound waves have very
large wavelengths, it is found that it is the bulk properties of materials such as their mass that are most significant. The components in a wall can be regarded as
masses or springs coupled together. This is the classical lumped parameter model. Panels are described by
their mass per unit area (surface mass) and air-gaps are
modelled as springs. In its simplest form a triple panel
wall would be represented by 3 masses connected by 2
springs (Figure. 1).

However, on the whole triple panel walls have not
seemed to provide a significant improvement over
double panel walls.
Nonetheless, triple panel constructions continue to be
used, particularly now in New Zealand after the leaky
buildings fiasco has led to the use of ventilated cavities
on external façades.
Figure 1. Lumped parameter model of triple panel wall
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Another way of representing such a model is to use
electro-acoustic analogs and convert the lumped parameter model into an equivalent electrical circuit, in
which masses are replaced by inductances, springs are
replaced by capacitors, and damping by resistors. In
this view currents represent acoustic velocities, and
voltages represent acoustic pressures. The use of electrical equivalent circuits is a well established tool, and
allows relative simple solution of the behaviour of the
elements in the model, using the impedances of the
elements and standard circuit rules to be able to write
out the transfer functions between points in the circuit
[4].
The equivalent electrical circuit for a triple panel construction is shown in Figure 2 below. In this resistances have been added to account for damping in the
system.

Once the transfer function has been determined it is a
simple matter to use software to solve for the sound
transmission loss of a triple panel system.
As a simple illustration the predicted transmission loss
of a triple panel wall is shown in Figure 3. The wall
consists of a 13mm thick plasterboard, 90mm air-gap,
13mm plasterboard, 10mm air-gap, and a further sheet
of 13mm plasterboard. The transfer function predicts
resonant frequencies of 74 Hz and 263 Hz. The predicted sound transmission loss exhibits dips in performance in the 80 and 250 Hz 1/3rd octave bands,
coinciding with the two resonant frequencies of the
system. Note that above the second resonant frequency
the transmission loss curve rises sharply with frequency (30 dB/octave) as you would expect from an
ideal 3rd order system. In practice other effects such as
wave motion in the cavities, structural connections,
bending waves in the panels, will limit the mid and
high frequency performance of typical walls.

Figure 2. Electrical analogue of triple panel wall

For the case of sound insulation of a structure (consisting of one or many panels) the transfer function of interest is the ratio of the incident sound pressure (represented by voltage V1, in the equivalent circuit of Figure
2), to the velocity of the radiating panel (represented by
current i5 in the inductor L3 in the equivalent circuit).
Now Rindel [5] (after some substitution) gives the
transmission loss as

(1)
and it can be seen that it is ratio of incident pressure
<ps> to velocity <vr> of the radiating panel that is important. The incident pressure is represented by the
applied voltage V1 in the equivalent circuit, and the
velocity of the third panel by i5, the current through the
inductor L3.

Figure 3. Sound Transmission Loss of simple triple panel
construction (gypsum board/airgap/gypsum
board/airgap/gypsum board)

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
We have a relatively sparse set of suitable laboratory
test results of triple panel walls that we can use to
compare against the model. NRC in Canada has carried out a set of tests on a concrete block wall, with
some different linings and these have been used to test
the model [6]. In Figure 4 we compare the model to
the laboratory test for a 190mm thick solid filled concrete block wall (260 kg/m2), with 16mm gypsum plasterboard each side, fixed over 38mm thick timber battens, with a 38mm thick fibreglass blanket in the stud
cavity.

By using standard Fourier transform methods the transfer function can be derived.
This lumped parameter model is reasonably valid up to
a frequency for which the larger air cavity is equal to
about 1/6th of a wavelength of the incident sound. For
instance, for a cavity of 100mm the highest frequency
for which the lumped parameter model should be used
is 550 Hz. This still covers a very useful and important
part of the frequency range.
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that the depth of the dip at the resonance frequencies is
governed by the amount of damping. A value of resistance of 2,000 Pa s/m has been chosen for each example as the best overall fit to the experimental data.
In Figure 7 a comparison between prediction and theory is shown for a plasterboard partition consisting of
14.5mm gypsum board each side of a 90mm timber
stud, with an additional layer of 14.5mm gypsum board
attached via a resilient rail (thus creating a 13mm airgap). This is an old test (1988) before laboratory testing was extended doen to 50 Hz, so only results down
to 100 Hz are available. There is reasonable agreement
over the range available.
Figure 4. Sound Transmission Loss of 190 mm concrete
block wall with 38mm timber strapping and 16mm plasterboard both sides

It can be seen that the model predicts the transmission
loss relatively well up to about 250 Hz, above which
frequency structural transmission via the timber battens
begins to be more significant. In Figure 5 a similar
construction is compared, except the 38mm timber
battens have been replaced with 50 mm steel Z channels, and in Figure 6 the construction uses 75mm steel
Z channels. In the three constructions described above
the cavities are filled with a fibreglass blanket.
Figure 7. Sound Transmission Loss of Timber stud wall
with 14.5 mm gypsum board linings and additional layer
fixed over resilient channels.

DISCUSSION
Resonance Frequencies

Figure 5. Sound Transmission Loss of 190 mm concrete
block wall with 50 mm steel channels and 16mm plasterboard both sides

The behaviour of a triple panel system is influenced by
two resonant frequencies. These resonant frequencies
are not simply the resonant frequencies of each side of
the construction. As an example consider a system
consisting of a layer of 13mm plasterboard, a 100mm
air cavity, and another layer of 13mm plasterboard.
The mass-air-mass resonance frequency is 64 Hz. If
we now add another air cavity of 100mm and another
sheet of 13mm plasterboard there are now two resonant
frequencies, one of 53 Hz and one of 92 Hz. Thus the
modes of vibration can only be determined by taking
the interaction of all components of the system.
Even with a heavy panel in the middle, as for instance
if we substitute 150mm concrete as the middle panel,
the resonance frequency of one layer of plasterboard
and the concrete with 100mm air-gap is 46 Hz, but
with the same lining on the other side of the concrete
the resonant frequencies become 53 and 55 Hz.
Comparison of Triple and Double Panels

Figure 6. Sound Transmission Loss of 190 mm concrete
block wall with 75 mm steel channels and 16mm plasterboard both sides

The agreement between the sound transmission loss
predicted by the lumped parameter model and the
measurements is reasonably good, the dip in transmission loss is predicted with reasonable accuracy. Note
6-7 September 2012, Wellington, New Zealand

It is interesting to compare a double panel and triple
panel system where the overall width and mass of the
system is constrained. Take a wall which has an overall width of 100mm and consists either of 3 sheets of
13mm plasterboard separated by 2 air cavities of
30mm, or of 2 sheets of 20mm plasterboard (same
mass as triple panel system) separated by 60mm. Both
systems have the same mass, and same overall width.
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The results are shown in Figure 8 where it can be seen
that although the triple panel system has superior performance at higher frequencies, its performance at low
frequencies is markedly inferior.

sound transmission loss. Comparison with available
experimental data shows good agreement at low frequencies between predicted and measured performance
for a limited range of constructions.

The triple panel system has resonance frequencies of
93 Hz and 161 Hz, and a sound reduction of 12 dB at
100 Hz. The double panel system has a resonant frequency of 63 Hz, and a sound reduction of 22 dB at
100 Hz.
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CONCLUSIONS
A simple lumped parameter model of a triple panel
wall construction has been developed. The model consists of three masses (the panels) connected by two
springs (the air cavities). The model predicts two resonant frequencies, which will produce two dips in the

THE END
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